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                                                   Bow Coll June 20th 1822
Dear Harriot        
                    Your letter the Rhetoric and mothers present of angelica
all arrived safe we had finished rhetoric the very day I recieved mine
however the letter and Angelica came in a very good time I was glad
to hear that our family were all as well as usual but why did you not
mention any thing about your lameness? but since you did not I
take it for granted that it is no worse. Nothing new is or has been done
of any importance of late except they have allmost done repairing the
the old college and have begun the new one. Josiah I yet suppose has
this time or will soon set out for the springs. I hope he will find their 
waters efficatious he will perhaps return before commencement if you
are well enough to ride by that time I shall expect to see you here.
the The reason has thus far been remarkably dry except for these days past
we have had some five shouers Sally probably thinks it a delightful season
because there has been so little rain and thunder. I enjoy myself very 
well this term is much more pleasant here in the summer
than in the winter and although I go into the water frequently I have
not yet been drowned as you anticipated; moreover what is still more
marvellous I go into the salt water. "my health is very good and I hope
you are enjoying the same blessing."
                                                                                 Geo Pierce
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PS, Give my love to all the famely tell me in your next letter how
every thing is going on and give my thanks to Mother for her present of angelica
moreover fail not to tell her and impress it on her mind that my or rather
her good old bed quilt is almost all to pieces and request her to send me a new one

[address written sideways]
Brunswick
July 7th

To                       Miss Harriet Pierce
                                          Baldwin
                                                    Maine
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